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We Carry The Future
Life is one big adventure, and becoming a parent is the biggest adventure of all.
And we would know. Because we’re parents too.
It’s a road full of milestones, moments and unforgettable journeys - starting with the first trip
home from the hospital. We understand how important it is for new parents to feel supported
right from the start. That’s where Maxi-Cosi comes in.
We’re there from day one... and for every day that follows. We care about giving parents child
mobility solutions they can trust - car seats and strollers that are safe, smart and easy to use.
With Maxi-Cosi, parents know their children are in the best hands possible. So they can focus on
the other things that matter, like living in the moment and seeing the joy and
wonder of life in a whole new way. That’s what being a parent is really about.
We get it, and we care.
We always have.
It was thirty years ago that we launched Europe’s first baby car seat
and since then, we’ve carried over 50 million babies home from the hospital.
We were pioneers then, and we’re pioneers now. That’s why we’ll never stop
improving, designing, and perfecting the way new families move around the
world - wherever life’s adventures may take them.
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Your Guide

Select The Right Car Seat

The Important Choice
At Maxi-Cosi we know it’s important to choose the right car seat for your situation.
‘The right car seat’ is the one that fits your child, fits your vehicle, and that can easily be installed,
to use correctly every time you travel.

Infant Carrier
Rearward-facing only

6m

Suitable from newborn to approx. 6 months of age. To only be used in a rearward-facing position until the
infant’s shoulders meet the height marker.

Citi

(See page 7)
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Mico Plus AP
(See page 9)

Convertible Car Seat
Rearward-facing & forward-facing
Rearward-facing: Suitable from newborn to
approx. 30 months of age in a rearward-facing
position or until the infant’s shoulders meet the
middle height marker.

Forward-facing: To be used in forward-facing position
with built-in harness from approx. 12 months of age
to approx. 4 years of age or until the child’s shoulders
reach the upper shoulder height marker.

NEW Vela Slim

Moda

(See page 11)

Forward Facing Car Seat

(See page 13)

Booster Seat

Forward-facing 6m - 8yrs

Forward-facing ONLY 4yrs- 8yrs

Suitable from 6 months to 8 years of age fully
harnessed

This booster seat is to be installed using your car
seat belt and is ONLY suitable for ages 4 years to
8 years.

Luna

(See page 15)

Rodi

(See page 17)
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THE MAXI-COSI DIFFERENCE
PROVIDES A CRUMPLE ZONE FOR ENHANCED
FULL BODY PROTECTION

75% SAFER
Why risk the safety of
your most precious cargo?
Protect your child with GCELL™.
Proven to reduce side impact forces
by 75%†† when rearward-facing,
keeping your baby safer.
Tested against Maxi-Cosi
GCELL™ Euro Car Seat NXT
††Independent real

life situations testing
replicating side impact
collision

The safety of your child is our top priority, but so is your child’s
comfort. The unique design acts like a soft cushion to absorb
side impact crash forces, transferring the energy away from
your child’s head.

Available now in…

Baby Capsules

Booster Seats
Car Seats

For more information
visit airprotect.com.au

The Maxi-Cosi Difference
Lifetime Warranty

Accident Exchange Service

Taking care of families is what Maxi-Cosi
service is all about. That’s why we want you
to enjoy our products for as long as possible
without worrying about something going
wrong.

Consumers who have experienced an
accident often contact us for help. As a
safety brand, we want to offer the best
possible support during this time. In the
event of a car accident your car seat may
have unseen damage. The Maxi-Cosi
Accident Exchange Service* offers new for
old replacement of your car seat, giving you
piece of mind. One less thing to worry about
as a new parent.

Because we’re so confident in the quality
of our products, we are now offering a
Lifetime Warranty (10 years on shell and 3
years on fabric)

* Terms and conditions apply, see our website for details.

For more information visit our
website maxi-cosi.com.au

Lifetime
warranty
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Accident
Exchange
Service

Cool BabyTM Wicking Fabric
Maxi-Cosi car seats feature unique Cool
BabyTM Wicking Fabric that draws moisture
away from your baby’s skin, allowing air to
flow in, keeping baby cool and comfortable.
Derived from Bamboo Charcoal, our Cool
BabyTM Wicking Fabric ensures a comfy and
dry ride each and every journey.
Cool BabyTM Wicking Fabric is featured on
the MicoAP, Vela, EuroNXT, Moda and Luna Car
Seats.
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Citi

Infant Carrier
Suitable from birth to 6 months approx.

Introducing the lightest infant carrier on the market (only 3.2kg)
This stylish, lightweight carrier will get you where you need to be - hassle-free! Compatible with
leading stroller brands, means the Citi Infant Carrier creates a flexible travel system. This means
you can easily transfer baby from car to stroller. The handy pull up hood with 50+ UPF rating
helps protect baby from the sun. Along with European styling, the Citi features easy to clean,
machine washable fabric.

Compatible with over 20 pram brands †
including Maxi-Cosi.
(Maxi-Cosi adaptors included).
Creates a Complete Travel System.

Hood with UPF 50+rating
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Convenient stay-in-car base

The Citi Range

Black Raven

Concrete Grey

Item # 017032

River Blue

Item # 017030

Item # 017031

Features
•	Lightest infant carrier on the market
(only 3.2kg) and easy to install
• 	Compatible with selected strollers
to create a flexible travel system
• Handy pull up hood with UPF 50+ rating
• 	European styling with easy to clean
machine washable fabrics
• Removable padded infant insert
for baby’s comfort
• Convenient stay-in-car base

Concrete Grey

(shown on base with
hood up)

Product Specifications
Dimensions

63 cm

Weight

3.2 kg

3.2 kg

6.4 kg

54 cm

38 cm

72 x 50 x 45 cm

† Always check compatibility before purchase. Adaptors and stroller sold separately
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Mico Plus AP
Infant Carrier

Suitable from birth to 6 months approx.

Australia’s #1 Baby Capsule is now even better!
Introducing the NEW Maxi-Cosi Mico Plus baby capsule. Still featuring our superior side impact
protection, Air Protect - the new Mico Plus baby capsule, is compatible with all of your favourite
prams brands, and features new functionality upgrades, never seen before in baby capsules,
such as a new water resistant canopy and magnetic harness holders to always ensure that your
harness straps are clear when placing baby in and out of the capsule.
Now certified with airplane compliance, you can now travel
safely with your baby, in a car, on a train, as part of a travel
system on a stroller, and on a plane.
Featuring

Cool Baby

TM

Wicking Fabric

HELPS KEEP BABY COOL AND COMFORTABLE

ISOFIX
Nomad Blue
Item #017772

Features
• Air Protect™ Superior Side Impact Protection
• NEW Extendable, Reflective Sun Canopy with UPF 50+
• NEW Water resistant hood for complete protection
no matter what the weather
• NEW Mesh panels and peakaboo window for greater air flow.
• NEW Airplane compliance
• NEW 2 position crotch buckle to improve fitment for smaller babies
• 2 position recline on base for better alignment nto the car
• Improved ISOFIX fitment for better installation in most cars
• Easy Out Magnetic harness holders
ersible
SeatBaby
with™ Wicking Fabric with bamboo charcoal
• Cool
ver been
• Accident
Exchange
easier or more comfortable
• Travel System compatibility with Australia’s most popular brands †
including Maxi-Cosi

Creates a Complete Travel System.
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The Mico Plus AP Range

Cabernet
Item #017765

Dragonfly
Item #017768

Nomad Grey
Item #017774

Nomad Blue Black
Item #017892

ISOFIX

ISOFIX

ISOFIX

ISOFIX

Nomad Black
Item #017770

Night Grey
Item #017902

Night Grey
Item #017903

ISOFIX

ISOFIX

e comfortableBlack
Nomad
Item #017905

Product Specifications
Dimensions
63 cm

Weight

4.6 kg

3.2 kg

7.8 kg

64 cm

44 cm

44 x 63 x 61 cm

† Always check compatibility before purchase. Adaptors and stroller sold separately
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Vela Slim

Convertible Car Seat
Suitable from birth to 4 years approx.

Safest Slimline Car Seat With AirProtect™
The new Vela Slim is only slim-line car seat with Air Protect™ Superior Side Impact Technology,
making it the best value for money car seat on the market today.
Featuring our Maxi-Cosi’s ISOFIX compatible system, ISOGO™, a patented ISOFIX compatible
soft latch system, which enables you to secure your child’s car seat quick and safely in 3 simple
steps and gives you confidence your seat is always correctly installed.
The Vela Slim also comes with the Maxi-Cosi unique ‘Cool Baby’ wicking fabric, to keep your
baby cool and comfortable. Rearward facing up to approximately 30 months and forward facing
to approximately 4 years, this is a great long lasting car seat.
Still featuring Air Protect™ Superior Side Impact Technology to shield your child’s head from side
impact forces, it’s our choice for growing families.

NEW

Featuring

SLIM
RANGE

Cool Baby

TM

Wicking Fabric

HELPS KEEP BABY COOL AND COMFORTABLE

*Rearward facing to
30 months approximately
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The Vela Slim Range

River Blue

Black Raven

Concrete Grey

Item # 017456

Item # 017458

Item # 017454

Features
•
•

Air Protect™ Superior Side Impact Protection
Harness guides help prevent straps twisting in
everyday use
•	Safer for longer, rearward- facing up to 30
months
•	Cool Baby™ Wicking Fabric keeps baby cool and
comfortable
•	ISOGO™ for simple and secure car seat
installation

•	5 adjustable headrest and built-in harness
adjustment allows you to adjust harness without
removing seat from car
• 	3 adjustable recline base positions to suit a larger
variety of vehicles
• Machine washable covers
•	Padded belt mates and handy harness holders

Product Specifications
Dimensions
63 - 75 cm

Weight

7.3 kg

9 kg

57 cm

46 cm

49 cm

49 x 68 x 47 cm
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Moda

Convertible Car Seat

Suitable from birth to 4 years approx.

The Moda, is a true evolution in car seat styling. With all the features you have come to know and
love from Maxi-Cosi including new-look GCELL™, Air Protect™, ISOGO™ and Cool Baby™ Wicking
Fabric, the Moda epitomises safety, quality and style.
From the beautifully moulded, seamlessly-designed cushioned headrest, to the sleek lines of the
cocooning infant insert, Moda is a seat your baby will love to be in and you will love to look at.
The Moda allows you to keep your child rearfacing for up to 30 months, and forward facing to
approx 4 years. The Moda is fast becoming Australia’s most favourite convertible car seat.
Safety, Quality, Styled.

Featuring

Cool Baby

TM

Wicking Fabric

HELPS KEEP BABY COOL AND COMFORTABLE
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The Moda Range

Graphite

Eclipse

Item # 017331

Item # 017047

Nomad Blue

Nomad Black

Item # 017900

Night Grey

Item # 017751

Item # 017896

Features
•	5 position headrest and built-in harness
adjustment allows you to adjust harness
without removing seat from car
•	3 adjustable recline base positions for baby’s
comfort
• Machine washable covers, with no need to rethread the harness
• Padded belt mates and harness holders
• Rear-facing footrest cover for baby’s comfort

•

GCELL Next Generation Crash Absorbing 		
Technology
•	Air Protect™ Technology Superior Side Impact
Protection
• Rearward-facing to 30 months
• Harness guides that help prevent strap twisting
• 	Cool Baby™ Wicking Fabric keeps baby cool and
comfortable
•	ISOGO™ for simple & secure car installation

Product Specifications
Dimensions
62 - 75 cm

Weight

8 kg

9.3 kg

57 cm

46 cm

45 cm

49 x 68 x 47 cm
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Luna

Forward Facing Car Seat

Suitable from 6 months to 8 years approx.
The Luna with NEW World First Adjustable Headrest support offers superior comfort and safety.
This much awaited fully harnessed car seat encompasses our NEW adjustable comfort headrest
technology featuring Air Protect Superior Side Impact Protection.
The Maxi-Cosi Luna features ‘Cool Baby’ Wicking Fabric and our NEW Dual Action Crotch
Adjustment that always enables the perfect fit for your growing child.

Featuring

Cool Baby

TM

Wicking Fabric

HELPS KEEP BABY COOL AND COMFORTABLE

WORLD FIRST HEADREST TECHNOLOGY
WITH ‘DUAL ACTION’ BUCKLE AND
CROTCH ADJUSTMENT

PROVIDES SUPERIOR
SAFETY & COMFORT
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The Luna Range

Steel Grey

Graphite

Item # 017044

Nomad Blue

Item # 017043

Item # 017755

Nomad Black
Item # 017906

Features
•
•

•

•

•

NEW World First adjustable comfort headrest
technology.
Air Protect™ Superior Side Impact Technology is
specifically designed to shield your child’s head
from side impact forces through the precise
release of air.
NEW innovative and easy to use ‘dual action’
buckle and crotch adjustment – ensuring the
perfect fit for your growing child at every stage
of life.
The original ‘Cool Baby’ wicking fabric drawing
moisture away from your child.

•
•
•
•

•
•

No Twist harness straps for your complete piece
of mind
2 position recline
Adjustable armrests
Large cup holders, perfect for popular sippy cups
In car harness and headrest adjuster, no need to
remove the seat, adjust the head rest with no
fuss
Removable, infant insert so your baby is always
comfortable
Easy machine washable cover so your baby is
always in the cleanest seat

Product Specifications
Dimensions
73.5 cm

Weight

10.5 kg

13 kg

47.5 cm

47 cm

50 x 76 x 50 cm
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Rodi AP
Booster Seat

Suitable from 4 years to 8 years approx.
Discover Maxi-Cosi’s NEW RODI AP, the Safest and most comfortable booster in the market.
Featuring never seen before advancements in booster seat technology, the Rodi AP has a two
position recline and expandable side wings, so comfort is taken care of for children of all sizes.
With an easy belt path, you can quickly buckle up your child for each and every ride.
The Rodi AP headrest can be adjusted to six positions, while an innovative Anti-Vibration
dampener ensures that the seat stays perfectly still while not in use.
Offering the latest state of the art technology: Air Protect™ Superior Side Impact Technology,
reduces head impact by over 50%, you can be sure your child travels in the safest and most
comfortable car seat on the market today.
Featuring

Cool Baby

TM

Wicking Fabric

HELPS KEEP BABY COOL AND COMFORTABLE

Air Protect™ Superior Side Impact Technology
is specifically designed to shield your child’s
head from side impact forces through the
precise release of air. Air Protect™ helps to
reduce impact by 50%.
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The Rodi Range

Nomad Black

Nomad Blue

Item # 017757

Cabernet

Item # 017761

Item # 017908

Night Grey

Item # 017894

Features
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Air Protect™ Superior Side Impact Technology
Two recline positions for sleeping and upright
positions
Easy seat belt guidance – quickly buckle up daily
from 4 to 8 years
Expandable side wings to accommodate your
growing child
Easy one hand headrest adjustment for 6 		
positions
Vibration dampener to keep headrest still whilst
driving
Cool Baby™ wicking fabric to keep your child
cool and comfortable

Easily to install and transition from car to car
Super easy and removable cover, perfect for
washing

Product Specifications
Dimensions
70 – 87cm

Weight

4.9 kg

6.8 kg

47 cm

44 cm

50 x 40 x 72 cm
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Accessories
Infant Carrier Raincoat
• Convenient opening at top
to access carry handle
• Breathable air vents
• Easy-use, snug fitting to keep infant dry
• Fits on all Maxi-Cosi Infant Carriers
Item # 013048

Mico Plus Base
• Handy for use in your
family’s second car
ALSO AVAILABLE
NON-ISOFIX BASE

Black Item # 015561

Car Seat Protector Mat
• Extra high back to provide full protection
of car upholstery
• One insulated drink pocket
• Two mesh pockets for easy storage
• Folds to accommodate rearward-facing
car seats
Item # 012962
TOYS AND BEAR NOT INCLUDED
SUITABLE FOR ANY TYPE OF CAR
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All items are subject to changes in price and product details as well as textual elements. All images, colours,
descriptions and statements regarding dimensions, features, etc. are only approximate and may vary.
The greatest possible care was taken in designing and compiling this brochure. However, we cannot give any
guarantees concerning the completeness or correctness of the information contained within it.

Dorel Australia
655-685 Somerville Road
West Sunshine, Vic 3020

Australian Customers
Phone 1300 809 526

New Zealand Customers
Phone 0800 628 000 (TOLL FREE)
ACN 124078762

maxicosiAU
maxicosi.australia
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maxi-cosi.com.au

